Optimizing flexion after total knee arthroplasty: advances in prosthetic design.
The clinical results with most modern total knee arthroplasty (TKA) designs are highly satisfactory regarding pain relief and improving walking ability. However, one problem that has not been addressed fully by most current designs is the ability to consistently achieve flexion greater than 120 degrees. Although the human knee is capable of flexion of more than 150 degrees, an analysis of the results of contemporary TKA reveals that on average, patients rarely flex beyond 120 degrees. Key factors influencing range of flexion after TKA include preoperative knee motion, surgical technique, prosthetic design, and rehabilitation. The success of any total knee system may in part be linked to its ability to optimally restore normal kinematic function. Some arthroplasty designs currently are available that incorporate modifications aimed at improving range of flexion, but limited data currently are available on their function and potential advantages. Currently, an in vitro experimental model incorporating robotics is being used to investigate the kinematics of the native knee and various TKA designs at flexion angles beyond 120 degrees. This robotic model in conjunction with clinical studies may provide an understanding of the limitations of contemporary knee designs regarding achieving higher degrees of knee flexion. This may lead to the refinement of existing designs and development of newer prostheses that may enhance the range of flexion that is achievable after TKA.